## Precision Heeling

**Class Scoresheet**
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### Exercise
- **Diagonal Heeling**  
  - Point Value: 40
  - Non-Qualifying:
    - Constant or repeated extra commands and/or signals
    - Continually adapting to dog’s pace
    - Barks continuously
    - Dog leaves handler’s side and cannot regain composure and resume heeling
  - Major Deductions:
    - Handler moves forward before heel command
    - Extra commands or verbal praise
    - No change of pace dog or handler
    - No sit
  - Major/Minor Deductions:
    - Dog leaves handler but quickly returns to heel position
    - Anticipates command/signal
    - Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Heeling Wide, Sniffing, Improper heel position, any additional heeling imperfections
    - Poor Sits

- **Circle Heeling with Stand**  
  - Point Value: 40
  - Non-Qualifying:
    - Handler stops forward motion when giving stand command/signal
    - Dog leaves position before return
    - Dog Anticipates command/signal
    - Handler Anticipates Order
    - Extra position command/signal
    - Dog Barks continuously
    - Dog travels substantial distance after command/signal
    - Dog leaves handler, does not return and resume heeling
    - Handler goes in wrong direction
  - Major Deductions:
    - Handler fails to return correctly
    - Dog is slow to respond
  - Major/Minor Deductions:
    - Dog leaves handler but quickly returns to heel position
    - Anticipates command/signal
    - Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Heeling Wide, Sniffing, Improper heel position, any additional heeling imperfections
    - Dog changes position after handler returns to heel position

- **Rectangle Heeling**  
  - Point Value: 40
  - Non-Qualifying:
    - Constant or repeated extra commands and/or signals
    - Dog Barks continuously
    - Continually adapting to dog’s pace
    - Dog leaves handler’s side and cannot regain composure and resume heeling
  - Major Deductions:
    - Handler fails to return correctly
    - Dog is slow to respond
    - Improper pivots
    - Failure of dog or handler to change pace
  - Major/Minor Deductions:
    - Dog leaves handler but quickly returns to heel position
    - Anticipates command/signal
    - Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Heeling Wide, Sniffing, Improper heel position, any additional heeling imperfections

- **Circle Heeling With Down**  
  - Point Value: 40
  - Non-Qualifying:
    - Handler stops forward motion when giving down command/signal
    - Dog leaves position before return
    - Dog Anticipates command/signal
    - Handler Anticipates Order
    - Dog Barks continuously
    - Extra position command/signal
    - Dog travels substantial distance after command/signal
    - Dog leaves handler, does not return and resume heeling
    - Handler goes in wrong direction
  - Major Deductions:
    - Handler fails to return correctly
    - Dog is slow to respond
    - Improper pivots
    - Failure of dog or handler to change pace
  - Major/Minor Deductions:
    - Dog leaves handler but quickly returns to heel position
    - Anticipates command/signal
    - Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Heeling Wide, Sniffing, Improper heel position, any additional heeling imperfections
    - Dog changes position after handler returns to heel position

- **Pattern Heeling**  
  - Point Value: 40
  - Non-Qualifying:
    - Constant or repeated extra commands and/or signals
    - Dog Barks continuously
    - Continually adapting to dog’s pace
    - Dog leaves handler’s side and cannot regain composure and resume heeling
    - Failure of dog or handler to change pace
  - Major Deductions:
    - Handler moves forward before heel command
    - Failure of dog to sit at halt
    - Extra commands or verbal praise
    - Incorrect turns
    - Incorrect pivots, no pivots
    - Incorrect circles
    - No sit
  - Major/Minor Deductions:
    - Dog leaves handler but quickly returns to heel position
    - Anticipates command/signal
    - Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Heeling Wide, Sniffing, Improper heel position, any additional heeling imperfections
    - Poor Sits

### Maximum Points 200

**Additional Notes:**
- **Points deducted for:** Handler Error, Disciplining Dog, Unsportsmanlike conduct, Dog Misbehavior
- **Less Points Deducted:**
- **Total Net Score:**

**Other:**
- Non-Qualifying Score for:
  - Dog shows fear
  - Fouling Ring

**Excused for:**

**Disqualified for:**
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